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FEB 22 2017 RMMBA executive board meeting 
 
1845 Hours 
Attendees: Bruce Evans, Doug Walker,Tony Adams, Melissa Nisbet, Pat Whitford, Jeff 
Scott, Tania Sargent, Angie Grossmna, Laura Mackay, Shannon Para, Lisa Hoogstins, 
Allison D____, Dan Herbranson, Lesley____, Jennifer Gjaltema , George, Candace 
 
Note taker:  Jennifer Gjaltema 
 
Jan 9th meeting minutes approved - Lisa , Melissa 2nd 
 
Shannon P 
Registration update: 604 confirmed 623 registered. 
(note number breakdown available in the special events docuemnt to be uploaded to google 
docs by Melissa) 
-Laura advises still more cheques going through for registration 
-umpire registration still required 
-Dan- UMpires need to register with bc baseball umpires 50.00 fee 
-Jen , we also need to get them into the Bonzi system to do game scheduling 
 
TADPOLE update 
152 registered 
12 coaches 20 assistants 
Bunch of emails still wanting to to coach the kids are registered yet so potential more players 

- Likley to need a couple more head coaches or teams will be too big 
? is rally cap still 6 per team-yes 24 teams 

- Can we limit to24 and up it to 7 if needed 
 
Doug- last year LBL’s(sic?) were not allowed only jugs is this the case? 
Decision- jugs to start the season 
 
PeeWee update 

- Report available on google docs with full details 
- 8-10 coaches or assistants , need 14 
- AA teams picked tomorrow night 
- Barns- 4 1 hour sessions per week 
- 3 or 4 players each session sat less busy 
- 1st year for pitching and catching sessions 
- March 4 and 5 ID camp run by head coaches 
- Hosting ‘A’ tournament in the summer 
- Google drive is up to date with the emails sent out and the dates for record keeping 

purposes 
Shannon Para - can provide all commissioners with the player special requests before 
starting their team placements 
 
 
Bantam-Pat 
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-4-5 teams interlock coq moody poco 
-1 session barns 4-8 players 
-2nd year or new players 
-ran AA bantam 1st cut last night 
-head coach non parent Jason Bolt 
-2 head coahces now confirmed 
-may get more after the AA selection is complete 
 
Midget-Tony 
-42 signed up 
-28 probably when you take out the AAA kids 
-2 teams - has two coaches 
 
Super T 
-Enough coaches and people who will work as assistant coaches 
-9 kids per team 
- confirming schedule on website is correct  for nights barns are running super t and rally cap  
 
Challenger update-Bruce 
-PMAP field sat 10 am 
-Play for an hour 
-go through batting order 
-no firm decision on which field 
 
Barns feedback- 
-tadpole- happy 
-Rally cap happy 
- can be challenging to have enough coaches to help out who feel they have the skill to help 
out 
 
Uniforms - Allison 
-uniform committee Pat, Lisa, Bruce, Allison, Jeff 
-single season teams get reusalble as well as summer ball 
-went out for quotes pro stock won 
-Majestic button down Royal and Baby Blue 
 
Spring teams jerseys to keep, dry fit 
 
?what happens to the old jerseys? 

- Charities donation to other country teams 
 
Special Events update- Melissa 
(document with full details uploaded to google docs by melissa) 

- Thank you to all the commissioners that melissa has forwarded inquiries to the 
response has been very quick 

- Field petition coming soon 
 
?Rally cap and super T manuals baseball canada for coaches 
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-Bruce we have some books to hand out 
-should probably put a coy in each equipemnt bag aos advise there is an app and the 
information is all available on line 
 
Mosquito 

- 2 more coaches needed have 10 
- 12 teams 
- No interlock for spring 
- Select meeting sat 

Laura 
 
147,000 operating  
Still outstanding items to be paid 
 
Team Association photos 
-fowler set up and form is emailed 
-les giles setting pu the schedule 
 
UIC update 

- We don’t know our umpires 
- Dan still trying to get into his emails 
- New umps will get ner shirts 
- Program is called the blue program 
- Umpire clinics March 25 26 - still have no final confirmation on the hall - difficulties 

because of the change in staffing and the pitt meadows ridge split for facilities 
- Shawn and Dan want to be at the coaches meetings just to talk about the process 
- Shawn’s letter is posted on the website 

 
New Business- round table 
-275 blue jays tickets  
- next year an increase 
 
George- having trouble with the fields with the separation of cities 
 
Valerie getting back to us re the shed. Parking lot possibly being pushed past the shed this 
loosing it with the expansion of leisure centre 
 
Survey is circulating regarding fields and how to pay things such as covered stadiums 
 
Fences set up week of 27th March Soccer still at Larry Walker 
 
-malcolm form the city helping george 
-need chalk and paint don’t know how to go about it 
 -Kelly Morrison @ triple tree usually emails quote to Laura, need to find out what 
company triple tree purchased this stuff from 
 
-Need new liners for chalk 
 Merkley no good 
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Bruce get quotes for liners 
 
Melissa- March 11 coffee with mayor for Bruce? 
 
What is the backup for evaluations it’s supposed to snow? 
-Barns 
 
Doug update 
-might need a bit more gear with the increase in registration 
 

- Need first aid kits no change still looking into it 
- Ice packs melissa checking this week 
- St johns will give free ice packs 

 
Hats 
-use the hats we currently have 
-rally cap are free from bc minor 
-Allison to take care of ordering 
 
Lisa- VP admin 
-Coaches and everyone are required to go to the RCMP for security check 
- we will re do everyone and need to make a decisions on the frequency 
 
 
Senior Head Coach-  
-competitive underway 
-focus on ID camps 
 
VP baseball operations 
-new way of selecting- by committed made up of Senior head coach, VP and DoCB 
-process will be on the website 
-Same wtih Bantam 
 
 
Melissa- note for evaulations bring Dog Poo bags lots to be picked up on the fields 
 
Bruce- thanks to everybody for doing a great job, lots of people working hard to get teh job 
done 
 
Tournament information (Lisa on behlf of Linda) 
-signs ordered for them life of 10 years 
-ordering medals 
-don brew filling up 
-confirming hotel list 
Approached by sports team company that handles hotel arrnagements 
-food truck for hammond tourney 
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-Bruce - can we tryi to see if we can open up the kitchen for the tournament and have the 
teams work it with the proceeds going to each team that works it for the other teams’ 
tourney? 
-approaching for food company 
-meridian  
Mand m 
 
Date chosen for next meeting 
Melissa 
Seconded Patrick 
 
 
 


